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Abstract: Aiming at the parameter optimization of least square support vector machine (LS-SVM), an improved quantum-behaved
particle swarm optimization (IQPSO) algorithm for LS-SVM parameter selection was proposed. Based on QPSO, the algorithm
optimizes particle initializing positions and improves solving speed and precision by sampling and linearizing methods. IQPSO LS-
SVM model was test by test functions and was compared with QPSO LS-SVM model. Furthermore, it was applied to thread’s amount
setting of database server in an agricultural producing system. The results show that the proposed model has greater solving speed and
higher precision. It can meet the database’s load requirement by thread’s amount adjustment in agricultural producing system.
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1 Introduction

In [1], support vector machine (SVM) is a learning
method based on the structural risk minimization
principle. Least squares support vector machine
(LS-SVM) which was proposed in [2] converts the
solving process of SVM from quadratic programming to
linear equations, having specialties of fast learning and
easy to use, it is widely applied to system identification,
recognition and prediction in many fields. As the learning
precision and generalization of LS-SVM model is
determined by its parameters, algorithms for LS-SVM
parameter choosing were put forward, such as genetic
algorithm, particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm,
quantum-behaved particle swarm optimization (QPSO)
algorithm, see [3–6].QPSO is widely used as it can search
for the global optimal solution with great convergence
speed. In the paper, an improved QPSO algorithm
(IQPSO) was proposed to optimize the particle initial
positions in QPSO algorithm.

Test results indicate that IQPSO algorithm has better
convergence rate and prediction than QPSO in
applications of LS-SVM parameter optimization, giving
greater generalization ability to LS-SVM models.

2 LS-SVM algorithm based on QPSO

xi : x1,x2, · · · ,xl ∈ Rn and y j : y1,y2, · · · ,yl ∈ R are
assumed as input samples and output samples. Input
samples are mapped to feature space Rm by nonlinear
mapping Ψ(x) = [φ(x1),φ(x2), · · · ,φ(xl)], which
converts estimation from nonlinear original space to
linear feature space ( f (x) = wφ(xi) + b, w is weight
vector of feature space). The regression of LS-SVM is:

min
w,ξ

J(w,ξ ) =
1
2

wT w+
1
2

γ
l

∑
i=1

ξ 2
i (1)

where γ is normalization parameter, ξ is error,
constraint condition is yi = wφ(xi) + b + ξi. The
corresponding Lagrange function is:

L(w,ξ ,a,b) = −
l

∑
i=1

ai[wT φ(xi)+b+ξi − yi] (2)

+J(w,ξ )

Defines K(xi,y j) = φT (xi)φ(x j). Linear matrix
equation (3) is obtained.
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The regressive result of LS-SVM algorithm is:

f̂ (x) =
l

∑
i=1

aiK(xi,x)+b (4)

Radial basis function(RBF) is the most widely used in
practical applications, that is:

K(xi,x j) = exp[−(xi − x j)
2/(2σ2)] (5)

γ and σ , the most important parameters of LS-SVM
model, are the main factors for training precision and
generalization ability.

QPSO algorithm bases on δ potential well, it can find
out the global optimal solution in its solution space, see
[7]. The particle renewing method is:

mbest =
1
M

M

∑
i=1

Pi (6)

PCi j = φPi j +(1−φ)Pg j (7)

xi j = PCi j ±α|mbest j − xi j| ln(
1
µ
) (8)

where mbest is the center of all particles’ best
positions; M is particle’s amount; Pi j stands for the No. j
dimension’s optimal position of No. i particle; Pg j is the
No. j dimension’s optimal position in all particles; PCi j is
a random position; φ and µ are random number between
0 and 1. α is contraction-expansion coefficient; xi j stands
for the No. j dimension’s position of No. i particle. QPSO
optimizing processes are:

Step 1: initialize particle position xi j randomly in
possible range;

Step 2: calculate objective function value of every
particle, renew local optimal position Pi j of every particle;

Step 3: renew global optimal position Pg j and xi j;
Step 4: repeat step 2 3 until accuracy requirement of

objective function or iteration limit is met;
Step 5: output the QPSO optimization result Pg j.

3 Framework of IQPSO

In the first step of QPSO algorithm, particle initial
positions xi j are generated randomly, a relatively large
amount of iterations is needed to meet the precision
requirement of objective function. If there were one or
more particle(s) closed to global optimal position Pg j after
initialization, iterations will be decreased. Thus, the paper

proposed an improved QPSO algorithm (IQPSO) to
optimize xi j by sampling and linearizing, and search for
the ones which are close to Pg j.

The solution space of QPSO algorithm applied to LS-
SVM is a two-dimensional γ-σ space, γ ∈ [γL,γH ], σ ∈
[σL,σH ]. The space will be separated into K ∗L subregions
by IQPSO algorithm firstly, just like digitalizing an analog
image into K∗L pixels. The central point of each subregion
is sampling point, as shown in Fig. 1.

Xi j stands for the coordinate of each sampling point:

Xi j = [γL +
γH − γL

2K
(2i−1),σL +

σH −σL

2K
(2 j−1)] (9)

where i = 1,2, · · · ,K, j = 1,2, · · · ,L. F is defined as
objective function. The more small F(Xi j) is, the more
probability that Pg j is in Xi j’s subregion. All of Xi j are the
candidate positions of xi j. M is defined as the initial
amount of particle swarm. The selection method of xi j is:

xi j = [Xi j|minF(Xi j), i = 1, · · · ,K, j = 1, · · · ,L] (10)

Select an initial particle by (10), delete its
corresponding position in Xi j. Repeat M times until all
particle positions are determined.

4 Discussion of some problems in IQPSO

Details between sampling points will be omitted while the
global optimal position is estimated only by sampling
point. Fig. 2 shows the situation of a one-dimensional
discrete objective function F(x). Sampling points A− E
are the candidate positions of particle initialization. M1
and M2 are the practical local optimal positions.
According to (10), point B is the first choice as it has the
minimum objective function, thus two problems appears:

Firstly, F(B) < F(E), but actually E’s adjacent local
optimal position M2 is smaller than B’s adjacent local
optimal position M1;

Secondly, F(B) < F(C), but actually C is closer to its
adjacent local optimal position M1 than B.

Fig. 1 Discretization of γ-σ space.
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Fig. 2 Sampling of one-dimensional objective function.

Fig. 3 A 3*3 template.

The problems also exist in the two-dimensional
objective function F(Xi j). Besides increasing sampling
density, estimation by linearization is the simplest and
quickest solving method. The specific methods are:

Method 1: linearize directly through Xi j, calculate
approximate local optimal position (e.g. , the intersection
point between line AB and line CD in Fig. 2 is the
approximate position of M1), and set the position as one
of the candidate positions of particle initialization.

Method 2: regard Fig. 1 as a two-dimensional image,
Xi j is pixel’s position, F(Xi j) is the gray value of Xi j .
Calculate the gradient of Xi j by gradient operator, and add
it to F(Xi j) with certain weight, the result is the minimum
objective function in the subregion of Xi j. Xi j remains as
the candidate position of particle initialization.

Method 1 is relatively hard to calculate in
two-dimension with multi-plane intersecting problem, on
the contrary gradient operator is easy to perform in
method 2; moreover, as the precision of global optimal
position will be increased during iteration process, and
linearization is an estimation method, it’s enough to find
out the subregion where the global optimal position is the
most possibly inside, calculation of approximate local
optimal position is unnecessary.

5 Gradient weighting of IQPSO

In [8], a 3*3 template is usually used for image filtering in
digital image processing, as shown in Fig. 3.

Defines Xi j as pixel’s position, F(Xi j) as the gray value
of Xi j , the filtering equation of Xi j is:

Fig. 4 Sobel template.

g(Xi j) =
1

∑
a=−1

1

∑
b=−1

Z(a,b)F(Xi+a, j+b) (11)

The gradient vector of function F(Xi j) is defined as:

▽F(Xi j) =

[
GXi
GX j

]
(12)

Gradient vector of discrete function F(Xi j) could be
figured out by gradient template. Prewitt and Sobel
templates are typical in it. Sobel template is used in the
paper, as shown in Fig. 4.

According to (11), the gradient of F(Xi j) is:

GXi = F(Xi+1, j−1)+2F(Xi+1, j)+F(Xi+1, j+1)
−F(Xi−1, j−1)−2F(Xi−1, j)−F(Xi−1, j+1)

GX j = F(Xi−1, j+1)+2F(Xi, j+1)+F(Xi+1, j+1)
−F(Xi−1, j−1)−2F(Xi, j−1)−F(Xi+1, j−1)

(13)

GXi and GX j in (13) are weighted mean differences,
they represent the maximum change value of F(Xi j) when
Xi j moves 8 times of unit distance in the direction of Xi
(or X j). Unit distance is the distance between two adjacent
sampling points (pixels). On the other hand, IQPSO
algorithm searches the minimum objective functions in
each rectangle subregion which center is Xi j, so the
maximum distance when Xi j moves in the direction of Xi
(or X j) is half of unit distance. The maximum change
value of F(Xi j) when Xi j moves in its subregion is:

max△F(Xi j) =
|GXi |+ |GX j |

16
(14)

As its based on linearization, when the maximum
increase value of F(Xi j) is found, the maximum decrease
value with the same size will be found in the opposite
direction. The minimum value of objective function in
Xi j’s subregion is defined as:

F̄(Xi j) = F(Xi j)−max△F(Xi j) (15)

Finally, (10) should be modified into (16) to perform
gradient weighting.
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Table 1 Parameter optimization results of LS-SVM.

test
σ0

optimal iteration elapsed
function algorithm times time (ms)

f1
0.05

QPSO 114 3.842
IQPSO 71 2.576

0.1
QPSO 148 5.415
IQPSO 98 3.691

f2
0.05

QPSO 121 4.058
IQPSO 84 2.983

0.1
QPSO 163 5.984
IQPSO 107 4.119

xi j = [Xi j|min F̄(Xi j), i = 1, · · · ,K, j = 1, · · · ,L] (16)

IQPSO LS-SVM algorithm is based on sampling.
When it can’t meet the sampling theorem, the
high-frequency components of objective function will be
disappeared, and the initial particles will concentrate on
the low-frequency components of objective function, so
the algorithm performances will be decreased. Thus, in
particle initialization, half of M particles are selected by
(16), and the rest of particles are generated by random
method.

6 Simulation test

The test functions for IQPSO LS-SVM algorithm are set
as the following two-dimension functions:

f1 = sinx1 cosx2 +σ0,x1,x2 ∈ [−π,π]
f2 = (2x2

1 +2x2
2 −1)e−(x2

1+x2
2)+σ0,x1,x2 ∈ [−2,2]

(17)

where σ0 is a Gaussian noise which mean value is 0
and deviation is 0.05, 0.1. 200 groups of data were
randomly selected, 100 for training and 100 for testing.
IQPSO and QPSO algorithms were all applied to
parameter optimization of LS-SVM model. MSE was
used as objective function; precision requirement was less
than 10−3. Particle amount M was set as 30, initialization
ranges of LS-SVM parameters were: γ=[0,1000] and
σ=[0,10]. Parameter K and L in IQPSO algorithm were
both set as 30, that is, 900 sampling points were set.

IQPSO algorithm will spend more time than QPSO
algorithm while initializing particles. But as shown in
Table 1, compared with QPSO algorithm, IQPSO
algorithm greatly reduces iteration times and shortens
elapsed time to meet precision requirement. Based on
IQPSO algorithm, LS-SVM model has higher precision
and tracking effect.

Fig. 5 Structure of agricultural producing system.

Fig. 6 Short-term load rate of database.

7 Application on agricultural producing
system

As shown in Fig. 5, data of agricultural producing field
are collected by wireless sensor network, transmitted by
router and internet into database server. To realize
agricultural automation, the agricultural field actuators
are controlled based on the data in database. User can
inquire data from server. In order to handle various kinds
of concurrent requests, multithreading is necessary to the
database server. Thread’s amount will affect the
performance of agricultural producing system straightly,
it shall be adjusted dynamically. When thread’s amount is
too large, database will be overloaded; on the contrary,
database’s operation will be overtime, control of
agricultural field actuators will be influenced. By
LS-SVM model, the mathematic relation between
thread’s amount and database’s load was built up to
maximize thread’s amount without database’s overload.
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Database’s load rate was set as the output of LS-SVM
model, thread’s amount and other measurable properties
were set as the input vector. In training stage, thread’s
amount changed every 5 seconds, it was random and with
a range from 0 to 200. 100 groups of data were randomly
selected for training. Iteration times of IQPSO algorithm
was set as 100. The other settings were the same with
simulation test. After optimized by IQPSO, the
parameters of LS-SVM were γ=297.24, σ=1.657.

In normal stage, thread’s amount was figured out and
renewed every 5 seconds through the LS-SVM model
obtained in training stage. Database’s load rate limit was
set as 95%. Figure 6 shows a one-minute short-term load
rate of database, and corresponding concurrent request’s
amount (unit: 300) for contrast. When request’s amount
was about 75% of unit value, that is about 225 concurrent
requests, database’s load rate met the limit. With the
regulating action of thread’s amount, the maximum
database’s load rate was 96.1%, relative error was 1.16%.
The model met the error request. When request’s amount
decreased, database’s load rate still kept around the limit
for a while to handle the earlier untreated requests.

8 Conclusion

The proposed IQPSO algorithm estimates particle initial
positions of QPSO algorithm by sampling and linearizing,
it not only has the advantages of QPSO algorithm, but
also reduces iterations and shortens searching time.
Application indicates that thread’s amount was estimated
effectively in database server system with IQPSO
LS-SVM algorithm, and database could work in optimum
load status.
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